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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1.1 This report provides an account of fraud related activity undertaken by the 

Corporate Anti-Fraud Service (CAFS) from 1 April 2017 to 30 September 
2018. 
 

1.2 Since April 2018 CAFS identified 46 positive outcomes, including 36 tenancy 
and housing-related successes which include the recovery of 14 properties. 
For the period 1 April 2018 to 30 September 2018, fraud identified by CAFS 
has a value of over £240,000 and is detailed in the following table. 
 

1.3 CAFS continues to provide the London Borough of Hammersmith & Fulham 
with a full, professional counter fraud and investigation service for fraud 
attempted or committed against the Council. CAFS work closely with the HR 
department to ensure that allegations of fraud and corruption against staff are 
fully investigated to enable prompt and appropriate disciplinary action to be 
taken as well as pursuing civil or criminal proceedings where sufficient 
evidence has been gathered.   

 



 

1.4 CAFS remains a shared service covering three Councils and continues to 
reap the benefits of sharing skills and expertise, identifying best practice and 
the streamlining of anti-fraud related policies and procedures. 

 
 
 

Activity 

2017/18  
(Q1 & 2) 

2018/19  
(Q1 & 2) 

Fraud 

proved  

 

Notional 

Values 

 (£’s)  

Fraud 

proved  

 

Notional 

Values 

 (£’s)  

Housing Fraud (including 

applications, assignments & 

successions) 

7 15,500 10 8,650 

Right to Buy 29 29,000 12 16,600 

Pro-active operations 3 3,000 2 4,500 

Prevention subtotal 

 

39 47,500 24 29,750 

Tenancy Fraud (Council and 

Registered Providers) 

10 58,700 14 162,700 

Internal Staff  - - 1 4,000 

High/Medium risk fraud – 

NNDR, Procurement, ASC/FCS 

2 43,329 1 5,864 

Low-risk fraud – Parking, 

Accessible Transport, and 

Council Tax SPD 

3 1,305 2 3,544 

Detection subtotal 

 

15 103,334 18 176,108 

Proceeds of Crime repaid from 

award  

2 29,488 3 29,930 
 

[award 51,800] 
 

Press releases and publicity 3 2,000 1 7,850 

Deterrence subtotal 

 

5 31,488 4 37,780 

 Total 

 

59 182,322 46 243,638 

 
 

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 Note the fraud work undertaken during the half year period from 1 April 2018 

to 30 September 2018. 
 

 
 
3. REASONS FOR DECISIONS 
 
3.1 To inform the Committee of the actions taken in accordance with the Council’s 

Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy and the successful outcomes achieved 
through the counter fraud response in the first half of 2018/19. 

 



 

 
4. ANTI-FRAUD AND CORRUPTION STRATEGY 
 
4.1  The Council's Anti-Fraud & Corruption Strategy is based on three key themes: 

Acknowledge, Prevent and Pursue, and is aligned with the National Strategy: 
Fighting Fraud and Corruption Locally.  

  
4.2 The Strategy places emphasis upon the following anti-fraud activities: 
 

i. Acknowledge: recognising and understanding fraud risks, and 
committing resource for tackling fraud. 
 

ii. Prevent: preventing and detecting more fraud by making better use of 
information and technology, and developing an anti-fraud culture.  

 
iii. Pursue: punishing fraudsters and recovering losses. 

 
 
5. ACKNOWLEDGE, PREVENT, PURSUE 
 

(i) ACKNOWLEDGE 
 

Committing support and resource for tackling fraud 
 
5.1  CAFS have recognised the need for competent staff and support officer 

development.  
 
5.2 One newly appointed investigator has recently become a CIPFA Accredited 

Counter Fraud Specialist, and the Accredited Financial Investigator has 
maintained his Continuing Professional Development. 

 
Maintain a robust anti-fraud response 

 
5.3 There are three critical elements of the operational plan that underpins and 

drives the Anti-Fraud and Corruption Strategy, and CAFS refer to this as the 
Fraud Resilience Triangle. The triangle is formed of: 

 
1) Fraud Risk Register (Acknowledge)  
2) Pro-Active Work Programme (Prevent)  
3) Reactive Referrals (Pursue)  

 
5.4 Responding solely with reactive referrals often fails to provide the levels of 

coverage required to maintain a robust anti-fraud response. Therefore, guided 
by the fraud risk register, CAFS also undertake proactive risk reviews and 
operations. 

 
5.5 Combining pro-active work plans with reactive capability increase the chances 

of fraud detection.  
 
 



 

(ii) PREVENT 
 

Whistleblowing 
 

5.6 The Council’s whistleblowing policy continues to be the primary support route 
for staff wishing to report a concern.   

 
5.7 Since April 2018 CAFS received two referrals via the whistleblowing process 

although neither referral was assessed as a protected disclosure. Outcomes 
are detailed in the table below: 

 
Allegation 

 
Outcome Case 

status 

i. Codes of conduct 
breaches  

The preliminary investigation failed to 
reveal any corroborating evidence, 
and therefore no further action was 
required. 
 

Closed 

ii. Misconduct and 
fraud 

An investigation identified incomplete 
and inaccurate time recording by an 
agency staff member. Appropriate 
action was taken. 
 

Closed 

 
Corporate investigations 

 
5.8 Corporate investigations are defined as fraud cases which relate to employee 

fraud or other third party fraud which does not fall within a particular CAFS 
service areas such as Housing or Tenancy Fraud.  CAFS are working closely 
with the Council’s HR department to ensure that matters are investigated 
promptly so that appropriate disciplinary action can be taken, as well as 
ensuring that civil or criminal proceedings are also pursued where sufficient 
evidence has been gathered.  This approach has already led to one member 
of staff resigning prior to being prosecuted in the current year, following a Blue 
Badge investigation (see Appendix 1), with further cases pending which will 
be reported to the Committee in the end of year report. 

 
5.9 Since 1 April 2018 work in this area has resulted in: 
 

 Termination of an agency staff member for incomplete time recording  

 Business rate fraud 

 Accessible transport fraud 

 
 Housing/Tenancy Fraud  

 
5.10 CAFS provides an investigative service to all aspects of housing, including the 

verification applications for housing support, as well as applications for the 
succession or assignment of tenancies.  

 



 

5.11 For the period 1 April 2018 to 30 September 2018, CAFS had successfully 
prevented a false succession and removed nine persons from the housing 
register when investigations revealed they were no longer in need of support. 

 
5.12 CAFS have also recovered 14 properties including four vitally needed three-

bedroom properties which are in high demand and can now be allocated to 
families in genuine need of assistance. Of the 14 recoveries, 12 involved the 
return of keys and vacant possession without the need for lengthy and costly 
legal action and ensuring properties could be promptly reallocated.   

 
5.13 A further six cases are currently lodged with the Council’s solicitors awaiting a 

court date.  
 

Right to Buy (RTB) 
 

5.14 CAFS apply an enhanced fraud prevention process to all new RTB 
applications, including anti-money laundering questionnaires as well as 
financial and residential verification. 

 
5.15 For the period 1 April 2018 to 30 September 2018, CAFS have successfully 

prevented 12 Right to Buys from completion and obtaining a sizeable financial 
discount, where suspicion was raised as to the tenant's eligibility or financial 
status. In many instances, the tenant has withdrawn their application after 
checking commenced.  

 
National Fraud Initiative (NFI) 
 

5.16 A vital component of the of the anti-fraud and corruption strategy is making 
better use of information and technology. To this effect, CAFS participate in 
the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) which is a data matching exercise carried 
out by the Cabinet Office. 

 
5.17 The Cabinet Office has statutory powers in the Local Audit and Accountability 

Act 2014 to request data from Councils, but as the data owners, we must 
ensure the Council remains compliant with the Data Protection Act 2018 in 
light of the additional burdens introduced by the General Data Protection 
Regulations (GDPR). 

 
5.18 To provide this assurance CAFS have been required to review how the 

Council collects data, ensure that fair processing notices exist (mandatory) 
and privacy notices (best practice) are in place or agree on action plans for 
correction and/or improvement. A total of seventeen different datasets were 
reviewed, and the findings are detailed in the table below.   



 

 
Ref. Data Set Fair 

Processing 
Notice (FPN) 

Privacy 
Notice 

Comments 

1. Blue Badge Yes Yes No action required 
 

2. Resident’s Parking 
Permit 

Yes Yes No action required 
 

3. Concessionary Travel Yes Yes No action required 
 

4. Council Tax 
Reduction Scheme 
(CTRS) 

Yes No Improvement: Letters have 
enhanced FPN and privacy 
notice to be reviewed 

5. Council Tax Yes No Improvement: Privacy notice 
to be reviewed 

 
6. Trade Creditors 

Standing 
No No 

 

Corrective action: Due to 
change from BT Agresso to 
IBC, new arrangements 
agreed for IBC website to 
include FPN notices. 

7. Trade Creditors 
History 

No No 

8. Payroll No Yes Corrective action: IBC will 
include FPN on initial payroll 
runs 

9. Pensions Yes Yes No action required 
 

10 Housing Tenants Yes Yes No action required 
 

11. Waiting List Yes Yes No action required 
 

12. Right To Buy No Yes Corrective action: Raised 
awareness with Cabinet 
Office – government form 
fails to address FPN – 
Council’s AML process 
contains forms with FPN 

13. Residential Care 
Homes 

Yes Yes Improvement: Review 
identified and agreed an 
enhanced FPN 

 
14. Personal Budgets 

(Direct Payments) 
Yes Yes Improvement: New 

contracts 2019 have 
enhanced FPN 

15. Electoral Roll Yes Yes No action required 
 

16. Market Traders Yes Yes Improvements action to 
improve application forms – 
to include UK right to work & 
NINO data 

17. Alcohol Licence No Yes Corrective action: Raised 
awareness with Cabinet 
Office – government form 
fails to address FPN. 

 
5.19 This data is currently being produced for the Cabinet Office, and matching 

results will be received in early 2019 for investigation. 
 



 

 
(iii)   PURSUE 

 
 Deterrence 
 
5.20 Stopping fraud and corruption from happening in the first place must be our 

primary aim. However, those who keep on trying may still succeed. It is, 
therefore, essential that a robust enforcement response is available to pursue 
fraudsters and deter others. 

 
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (POCA) 

 
5.21 Prompt and efficient recovery of losses is an essential component in the fight 

against fraud, and the Proceeds of Crime Act is a crucial part of the Council’s 
counter fraud strategy. 

 
5.22 For the period 1 April 2018 to 30 September 2018, CAFS were awarded 

compensation of £51,800 of which £29,930 has been recovered. Currently, 
four cases are lodged with Legal Services.  

 
5.23 The Act remains a powerful deterrent and is deployed by the Council where 

appropriate to recover fraud losses and deter potential fraudsters. The use of 
POCA by CAFS makes fraudsters aware that every effort will be made by the 
Council to recoup losses and confiscate assets gained as a result of criminal 
activity.  

 
Press release 

 
5.24 To deter fraud it is important that the Council publicise the successful 

outcomes of their investigations. CAFS record a positive outcome each time a 
story is published by the national or local media because positive publicity 
about the successful detection, prosecution or prevention of fraud may help to 
deter others from attempting to commit similar offences. 

 
5.25 In August 2018, a CAFS investigation made the national press when a 

barrister appeared at Isleworth Crown Court charged with fraud, and with 
tendering false documents, to obtain social housing. The barrister pleaded 
guilty, and the trial will commence in March next year.  

 
 
6. OPTIONS AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
 
6.1 The Director of Audit, Fraud, Risk and Insurance is required to provide an 

annual report and opinion on the Council’s system of internal control under 
the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.  This includes having appropriate 
arrangements for protecting, detecting and deterring fraud against the 
Council.  



 

 
7. CONSULTATION 
 
7.1 The report has been subject to consultation with the Strategic Leadership 

team. 
 
 
8. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 
 
8.1 There are no equality implications arising from this report. 
 

Implications verified by Peter Smith, Head of Policy and Strategy, tel. 020 
8753 2206. 
 
 

9. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
9.1 The work of CAFS is governed by a range of legislation including: the Police 

and Criminal Evidence Act, the Criminal Procedures Investigation Act, the 
Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act, the Fraud Act, the Prevention of 
Social Housing Fraud Act and the Proceeds of Crime Act.   

 
9.2 There are no particular legal implications arising from this report. 

 
Implications verified by Rhian Davies, Assistant Director of Legal and 
Democratic Services, tel. 07827 663794 
 . 

 
10. FINANCIAL AND RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS 
 
10.1 Resources required to deliver on the Council’s counter fraud strategy come 

from the budget allocated to the Corporate Anti-Fraud Service.  There are no 
additional resource implications arising from this report. Successful 
investigations and prosecutions can lead to the recovery of Council assets 
and money which are required to protect front line services.   

 
Financial implications verified by Emily Hill, Assistant Director, Corporate 
Finance, telephone 020 8753 3145. 

 
 
11. RISK MANAGEMENT  
 
11.1 The delivery of the counter fraud strategy contributes to the management of 

fraud risks faced by the Council, with proactive fraud exercises supporting 
managers to put effective counter fraud controls in place in their systems and 
processes and in accordance with our Council Objective of Being Ruthlessly 
Financially Efficient. 

 
 Implications verified by Michael Sloniowski, Risk Manager, telephone 020 

8753 2587 



 

 
12. IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS 
 
12.1 There are no direct implications for local businesses, however, identifying and 

tackling fraud against the council effectively, promotes the Council’s integrity 
and its standing with local communities, including local businesses. 

. 
Implications verified by Albena Karameros, Programme Manager, Economic 
Development, 07739 316 957. 

 
 
13. COMMERCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
13.1 There are no procurement implications arising from this report. 
 

Implications verified by Andra Ulianov, Procurement Consultant, 0777 667 
2876. 

 

14. IT IMPLICATIONS 
 
14.1 There are no direct IT implications arising from this report. 
 

Implications verified by: Veronica Barella, Chief Information Officer,  
 Tel 020 8753 2927. 
 

 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000 
LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT 

 

No. 
 

Description of 
Background Papers 

Name/Ext  of holder of 
file/copy 

Department/ 
Location 

1. Operational and performance 
management papers. 

A Hyatt HTH 

 
 

 
Appendix 1 – Noteworthy Investigations



 

Counter Fraud Activity 2018/2019 (1 April 2018 – 30 September 2018)                      APPENDIX 1 
 

NOTEWORTHY INVESTIGATIONS 
 

 Case Description 

 
1. 

 
EMPLOYEE – A former employee was caught using a fake disabled parking permit (Blue Badge) while parking in the borough.  
 
The investigating officer was checking disabled parking bays in Bulwer Street, adjacent to Westfield Shopping Centre when he spotted 
the fake badge on display. Upon closer inspection, he saw the badge was stamped to show it was issued by the London Borough of 
Ealing. However, once the serial number on the badge was checked against the national database, it matched one issued by Barnsley 
Metropolitan Borough Council that had expired in April 2016. 
 
The investigating officer waited for the driver to reappear and confronted a female when she returned to the vehicle and was in the 
process of unlocking it. She identified herself and upon request handed over the blue badge which was immediately seized as 
evidence. She was cautioned, and following a series of questions, it was explained that her case would be passed to the Council’s 
solicitors for further action.   
 
While preparing case papers, the investigating officer established that the female was a Council employee who lived in W12, where 
she held a valid parking permit. According to Google Maps, a walk from this location to Westfield Shopping Centre would have taken 
less than 10 minutes. 
 
Ahead of her court appearance, the defendant resigned from her Council post. 
 
On 8th August 2018, the matter was heard at Westminster Magistrates Court where the defendant entered a guilty plea to an offence 
under the Fraud Act 2006.  She was sentenced to a curfew order, an electronic tag was fitted for four weeks, and she was ordered to 
remain inside her home address between 8:15 pm – 6:00 am plus a total fine of £560. 
 

 



 

 
2. 

 
TENANCY FRAUD – A case referred to CAFS suggested that a flat in Poynter House, W11 was sublet while the tenant lived in Abu 
Dhabi.  
 
Investigators visited the address where the door was answered by a man claiming to be a relative of the tenant minding the flat while 
the tenant was away. However, officers became suspicious because their inspection could not attribute any of the personal effects in 
the property to the tenant or his young family. No female clothes, no children’s clothes or toys. 
 
Using powers under the Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act (POSHFA) 2013, the investigator obtained the tenant’s bank 
statements and found credits to the account narrated “rent”. The investigator invited the tenant to attend an interview, but before the 
meeting could reach a conclusion, the tenant relinquished his two-bedroom tenancy, returned the keys and provided the Council with 
vacant possession of the two-bedroom property forthwith. 
   

 
3. 

 
TENANCY FRAUD – At the same time as the above case was referred, a second referral for a different Poynter House flat was 
referred to CAFS with suggestions that the tenant had been subletting the address since her tenancy started.  
 
Initially, the investigator was unable to place the tenant at an alternative address which might support the allegations. However, an 
unnotified visit to the property found a subtenant in situ. Then, to further support the case the tenant’s bank statements were obtained 
under Prevention of Social Housing Fraud Act powers, that showed regular credits indicating rental payments. 
 
The tenant was invited to attend an interview under caution. During questioning the tenant denied the allegations of subletting and said 
the credits were in respect of repayment for a loan she gave her friend. At the end of the interview the tenant was reminded of the 
consequences should she be found guilty of subletting including a criminal conviction, payment of court costs and unlawful profit 
orders. 
 
A few hours after the interview concluded the tenant called the investigating officer to relinquish her tenancy and to make arrangement 
for returning a vacant possession and keys. 
 



 

 
4. 

 
TENANCY FRAUD – CAFS received a referral from housing management that suggested the tenants of a Barton House (SW6) 
address had not been living in the property since August 2016 but living overseas. 
 
Background checks were unsuccessful, and visits to the property failed to find the tenant in residency. 
 
Following further enquiries, and email address was located, and the tenant contacted. He confirmed that he had taken his family to 
Yemen to get his wife treated when she became ill. He was adamant that he intended to return. However, his travel records showed he 
spent most of the time in Yemen.  
 
The tenant could not give officers a return date, and so a formal Notice to Quit was served on the property which went unchallenged, 
and the outright possession for this three-bedroom property was secured by the Council. 
 

 
5. 

 
TENANCY/RIGHT TO BUY FRAUD - The tenant of a property at Aspen Gardens submitted a Right to Buy (RTB) application. In line 
with the Council’s preventative processes, all new RTB applications are referred to CAFS to undertake some checks to verify eligibility. 
Part of these checks involved un-notified visits which led investigators to discover she was no longer resident. 
  
Further enquiries discovered that the only active bank accounts at the property belonged to the tenant’s daughter, while the tenant’s 
finances were all linked to another address in Shepherd’s Bush. The investigation further revealed that when the tenant received 
housing from LBHF, she was a single mother, but she had since married and was now living in her husband’s property, having left 
Aspen Gardens. 
 
Investigators were unable to find any proof that the Aspen Gardens address was being sub-let, but sufficient evidence was amassed to 
prove non-residency. 
 
The Council commenced repossession proceedings, but the tenant returned the keys upon receipt of a summons, saving the Council 
further legal costs to recover this two-bedroom property.    
 

 
 
 


